
The Industry–University Cooperative Research Centers (IUCRC)

program accelerated the impact of basic research through close
relationships between industry innovators, world-class academic

teams, and government leaders. The IUCRC generated

breakthrough research by enabling close and sustained

engagement between industry innovators, world-class academic
teams and government agencies.

Empowering 
Value

NSF IUCRC CVDI

The United States National Science Foundation (NSF) 
Industry-University Cooperative Research Centers (IUCRC)
Center for Visual and Decision Informatics (CVDI)

Achieving remarkable results by connecting multidisciplinary university 
teams and progressive businesses in pioneering technology research.

Impact Brief

Mission and 
History

IUCRCs helped corporate partners and government agencies to

connect directly and efficiently with university researchers to
achieve three primary objectives:

• Conduct high-impact research to meet shared industrial needs in

companies of all sizes;

• Enhance global leadership in driving innovative technology
development, and;

• Identify, mentor and develop a diverse high-tech, exceptionally

skilled workforce.

The IUCRC program provides a structure for academic researchers
to conduct fundamental, pre-competitive research of shared

interest to industry and government organizations.
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CVDI provided new technologies and expertise in big data analytics

and decision-making environments for industry members. It
helped them to explore new product and service ideas involving

innovative and disruptive methods and technologies, which would

have otherwise been prohibitive for them to perform on their own

due to limited time and recourses. CVDI has also helped several
companies directly and indirectly to expand their business both in

Finland and especially abroad.

Driving 
industry’s  
innovation & 
development via 
advanced 
technology 
research

Uplifting and 
securing the 
impact from 
Industry-
University 
collaborations

CVDI projects have provided the highest quality of international

research exposure for Finnish researchers as it helped to advance
their research careers in terms of understanding the global context

of industry-relevant, big data research and creating opportunities to

network with their peers in order to build future collaborations. The

NSF center projects served multiple purposes from company point
of view, and at the same time generated benefits for the Finnish

universities, students, and Finnish economy.

“CVDI’s projects will enable our researchers to strengthen and diversify their collaboration 
networks and bring new ideas and perspectives to promote innovation in Finland.” 
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“Such projects help growing the local talent pool that is essential for the growth of the 
technology companies operating in Finland, and also for the attractiveness of Finland for 
new international companies who consider investing in new sites around the world."

Jarno Nikkanen, Senior Director, Xiaomi Technology

Markku Kivikoski, former President of Tampere University when Finland joined CVDI.
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“CVDI Finland Site is the best international site in the whole IUCRC program.” 

-Behrooz Shiazi, NSF IUCRC Program Director

All projects are approved by CVDI Steering Group (called Industry

Advisory Board, IAB) and meet the guidelines set by the initial
funders including Business Finland. IAB approval is based on the

projects’ commercial potential. “If these inventions are good

enough for the American companies I would put value in that

decision for the Finnish economy as well. The interaction between
companies and universities is genuine, co-innovation. It is not

company outsourced research to a university. For both the US and

the Finnish economy this is very important to understand, as it

fuels the overall innovation level of the country. For Finland, NSF
IUCRCs fuels especially the local ecosystems that Business Finland

embraces in our programs and local co-innovation projects. USA is

a growingly important global innovation partner, especially in
their ability to commercialize and scale Finnish innovations,”

wrote Petra Söderling, Senior Advisor, Business Finland.

Leveraging co-
innovation on 
the national and 
international 
levels

Business 
Finland is the 
proper funding 
agency in 
Finland for NSF 
IUCRC programs 

CVDI helped participating companies to grow their business in

Finland and expand abroad, especially in the USA. Even though, it
is challenging to put euro amounts on the benefit from CVDI as the

research work performed in the center is primarily pre-competitive

by NSF guidelines, CVDI’s impact is broad in scope and long-term,

so several concrete KPIs have been achieved as further outlined
below.

Business 
internalization 
and market 
expansion has 
been a main 
achievement of 
the CVDI  



Objectives of the 
CVDI center with 
primary focus on 
international 
expansion 
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Among the center’s objectives, expansion by means of

internalization of research and business operations has been one
of the primary focuses. In total, there has been four main

objectives:

• Become a world leader in big data and data science by creating
exceptional core competencies across multiple areas,

• Create a network of diverse and complementary research sites,

both in the US and in Finland, to deliver extensive technical

extensive expertise to industrial partners and the research
community,

• Accelerate the creation and transfer of technology to industry

and commercial products, and
• Attract high quality student talent and produce future

workforce that have broad industrial perspective in their

research that has the potential to benefit local and global

economy.

Phase 1 (2012-2017)

Phase 2 (2018 –2022)

34
IAB 

Projects
+77

0
Patents 
Granted
+1

108
Publications

+109

1
Patent 

Applications
+25

86
Students

+114

29
Researchers

+66

72
Invention 

Disclosures

+37

4
Licensing 

Agreements
+2

Impact KPIs

Business 
impact and 
industry 
perspective: 
Xiaomi 

The NSF center projects serve multiple purposes from company

point of view, and at the same time generate benefits for the
Finnish universities, students, and Finnish economy. NSF projects

are a good option to accomplish pre-competition pathfinding

research on difficult technical topics that allow company to focus

its internal R&D on the most promising research tracks, and at the
same time presents industry side perspective and challenges to

the university side researchers.



CVDI is recognized for many accomplishments and goals including:

• Completed 34 projects producing over 110 CVDI-related
publications, 72 invention disclosures, 4 licensing agreements

and 2 patent applications in the first five years

• Nominated by industry members for 2 NSF technology

breakthroughs

• Received more than $5.9 million dollars in funding in Years 1 – 5

from industry members, the National Science Foundation and

Business Finland

• Focused on becoming a national Center of Excellence in Data
Science, Big Data Analytics and Visual Analytics

• Recognized as one of the few international IUCRC partnerships

(with Tampere University in Finland) and the only IUCRC in the
state of Louisiana

• Awarded Phase II designation on March 1, 2017 adding

academic partners Stony Brook University, University of Virginia

and University of North Carolina at Charlotte

• Mentored over 113 undergraduate and graduate students

encouraging collaborations, internships and jobs with industry

members

• Research results produced in the center (both in USA and

Finland) are open and available to all participating companies,

including Finnish companies

• CVDI organizes Fall and Spring meetings each year for
companies and researchers to meet, share the research

outcomes and discuss and decide future research challenges

• Finland delegation visits to CVDI meetings in the USA helped to
expand the delegation network in the USA.

CVDI recognition 
and 
accomplishments 
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CVDI enabled Finnish companies to expand their business in the

USA market (M-Brain, Haltian, among others) and hired several
CVDI researchers who were properly trained for their business. In

total, 13 Finnish companies have participated in CVDI since 2015.

Benefits for the 
Finnish industry 
members
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CVDI Finland Site director and company representative were

solicited by TEM on several occasions to contribute to the bilateral
Finland-USA state treaty about Scientific and Technological

Cooperation.

CVDI Finland site attracted funding from US companies,

channelled via their representative office in Finland.

CVDI 2021 
Industry 
Members

CVDI 2021 
Academic 
Partners

Finland 
participation in 
NSF IUCRC 
program was 
mandated by 
TEM, and CVDI 
Finland Site was 
the first of its 
kind founded in 
Finland


